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ABSTRACT: i\ Iloniocai continuum llludel for strain-softening damage is derived 
by mic[oTllcch;lllic\ analysis of a macro\copically l1oTlhomogl'llcoU\ (IHHluniform) 
,\ystclll of interacting and growing llliC[OCI<lcks, lIsing Kachanov's simplified version 
of the supcrpo ... ition Illethod. The homogenization i\ ohtained hy seeking <l con
tinuulll field equation whose po\\ihk di\l'[clc approximation coincides with the 
matrix equatioll gO\'L'fning a system of interacting microcracks. The resuit is a 
Fredholm integral eLltIalion for the unknown Ilonlncal inelastic strcs~ incrcmcnt", 
which involves two spdtial integrals. One inlegral, which ensucs from Ihe fact that 
Clack intcractioll' arc govcrned hy the average \trc"s over the crack length rather 
than the Clack center ~trl'~~, rcplesellh short-lange averaging of incia!'!tic lII(lcro
,tresse,. The kClllel of Ihe second integral is Ihe long-range crack influence funclion 
which is a sccollll-rank tensor and varies with directional angle (i.e .. is anisotroric). 
exhihiting "'cto" of 'hieiLling and amptifiealion. For tong distanccs r. the weight 
function uccay~ <1\ r .":' in two dimensions and as r 1 in three dimensions. Application 
of the C,au,,-Seidcl i1cralion method, which can convenient I)' be combined wilh 
iterations in each loading ~tl'P of a nonlinear finite clemcnt code, sirnplific ... the 
handling or the nonlocality by alhnving the lIonlocal incla~tic .... tl'L~~\ incrcments to 
be calculated 11<>111 the local ones expticill)'. Thi, invotves evaluation of an integral 
involving thc crack influcnce funclion. for which closed-form exrressions arc de
riv'ed. Because Ihe constitulive ta" i, slrictly Incal, no ditTiculties arise with the 
unloading criterion UI continuity conditiol1 of pla:-.ticity. 

INTRODUCTION 

The non local continuum-a concept introduced in elasticity by Eringen 
(1965, 19(6), Krtiner (1967), and others [sec Bazant (19~6) I-is a continuum 
in which the stress at a given point depends not only on the strain at that 
point hut on the deformation of a certain neighborhood. As is now generally 
accepted, finite clement analysis of distributed strain-softening damage, 
including its final localization into sharp fracture, requires the usc of some 
type of nonlocal continuum (Bazant 19~4; Bazant et al. 11)~4; Bazant 1(86). 
An effective type is the non local damage concept. in which the local damage 
or fracturing strain figuring in the incremental stress-strain relation is re
placed by its spatial average (Pijaudier-(,abot and Bazant II)S7: Bazant and 
I'ijaudier-Cabot II)SS; Bazant and Lin 19S5a, 19SXb; Bazant and Ozbolt 
II)I)(), 11)92a, 19l)2h). 

The argumcnt for the non local damage concept has been mainly com
putational-the need to limit localization of strain-softening damage to 
zones of nonzero volume. The physical explanation, on the other hand, has 
been mainly phenomenologie and empirical. Intuitively, it has been expected 
that the main source of non locality must he the interactions among adjacent 
microcracks. Certain micromechanics arguments based on a system of mi
crocracks have been shown to lead to the non local damage concept (Bazant 
1987, 1(1)1). However, intcrpretation of these arguments for the purposc 
of finite clement analysis has not been clear. The interactions among the 
microcracks with simultaneous crack growth during the loading steps have 
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not been taken into account, and the form ()f the sp:l:ial integral ch:lrac
terizing the nonlocal continuullI has not been physically jllstified. The crack 
interactions have recently heen analyzed hy I'ijaudier-Cahot and BaZant 
(1l}l}I). and BaZant and Tabhara (11)l}2). Ilowever. the problem of deter
mining the form of the spatial integral for non local continuul11 has not heen 
addressed in that context. It will he in this paper [the contents of which 
have heen summarized at a recent conference (BaZant 11)1)2a.I1)]. 

A special case of nOlJloeal continuum llIodeis for strain softening. which 
will not be studied here. are the gradient models. which can be ohtaincd 
from a Taylor series expansion of the non local spatial integral (BaZant IlJS4). 
Much attentIOn has recently been devoted to gradient-dependent plasticity 
of rTIlcropolar (or Cosserat) type (de Borst 11)90, 11)1)1; de Borst and Sluys 
11)1)1; M~rhlhaus and Allantls 11)1)1; Vardoulakis IlJS9; Sluys IlJlJ2; Dietsche 
and Wrllram 1(1)2). These models. however, have so far been justified mainly 
by the need to regulanze the houndary value prohlem, while a physical 
Justification from micfllmechanics is still lacking. Some microstructural phys
Ical arguments for mICropolarity have heen offered. but they have been 
vague and unconvincing. 

Important contributions to micromechanies of cracking and damage have 
been made by Kachanov (19S5. 11)90), Chudnovsky et al. (Il)X7),.Iu and 
Lee (1991). Lee and Ju (11)91), Ju (19l)(), 1(91). Krajcinovic and Fonscka 
(II)S I). Benveniste et al. (1I)S9) and others; sec also the review in Balant 
(IYS6) .. Most studies have so far bcen limited to the special problem of 
determrning the effective clastic moduli of randomly microcracked solids 
that are on the macroscale in a statistically homogeneous statl' [for an 
excellent revrcw, sec Kachanov (11)1)2)]. hH this special problem, it has 
been possible to apply the homogenization methods for composites. such 
as Hill's self-consistent modcl. methods of periodic cells. methods of com
posite cylinders or composite spheres, variationally based hounds such as 
I Iashin-Shtrickman hounds, statistical models for m:lcrohomogencous crack 
arrays, etc. 

I Iowever, hOlllogenization is not the principal, most difficult issue. Rather, 
it is the continuum smearing of damage that is spatially nonuniform (sta
tistically nonhomogeneous). The smearing must preserve the essential in
teractions of cracks or other microdcfects that go\'erll localization of strain. 
This issue cannot be handled by homogenization methods hecause they apply 
only to macroscopically uniform fields. A different type of continuum model 
is required to handk I()calization. Such a Illodel will be proposed in this 
paper. 

Numerical studies with a finite element program are beyond the seopc 
of tillS paper, but arc already III progress (in collaboration with J. Ozbolt, 
using the microplane constitutive law). Thc results indic;Jfe that structural 
failures dominated by tension, shear or compression can all be modeled 
using the same nonlocal material characteristics, especially the same char
acteristic length. This has not heen possible with the previous non local 
models. 

LOCAL AND NONLOCAL MACROSCOPIC 
STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONS 

Finite element analysis of inelastic solids is generally carried out ill small 
loading steps. For each of thern the local constitutive lil\\, may be written 
in the incrcmental form 
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~(r E: (~F- ~F") = E : ~f -- ~S .......................... i 1) 

lien: ~(r, ~F = increments of the stress and strain tensors, E = four:h
rank tensor of elastic moduli of uncracked material, ~F" = inelastic str.,in 
increment tensor, and .::is C~ inelastic ,tress increment tensor. In a nonl()~al 
continuum formulation, (I) is replaced by 

.::lIT = E : .::IF - .::lS ................................ , ......... (2) 

.::lS c the 11l1lliocal inelastic stress increment tensor, which has been dcfiIl~d 
in recent works by the spatial averaging integral: 

.::lS(\') = r n(x, OL\Sm dV(~) ., (J) 

v -c volume of the body; x, ~ = coordinate vectors; and a(x, ~) gm:n 
nonlocal weight function. When .::lS(x) = a uniform field, Mi(x) = .::lS(x) 
Illust represent a possible solution. llence the normalizing condition 

r n(x, ~) dV(~) = I ............ ".,., ..... ,., ... , ........... (-i) 

NONLOCALITY CAUSED BY INTERACTION OF 
GROWING MICROCRACKS 

The main source of post peak strain softening is the gradual spread uf 
distributed microcracking. Accordingly, consider an increment of prescribed 
loads or boundary displacements for an elastic solid that contains, at tl;;; 
beginning of the load step, many microcracks numbered as f.1. = I, ... , 
N. On the maeroseale. the microcracks arc considered to be smeared, ~IS 
required by a continuum model. Exploiting the principle of superposition, 
we Illay decompose the loading step into two sulJsteps: 

I. In the first substep, the cracks (already opened) are imagined telll
porarily "frozen" (or "filled with a glue"), that is. they can neither grow 
and open wider nor close and shorten. Also, no new cracks can nucleate. 
The stress increments, caused by strain increments.::lr and transmitted across 
the temporarily frozen (or glucd) cracks (I in Fig. I), ari?Jhen simply give;] 
bv E: .::It', This is represented by the line segment I J (Fig. 2) havini:', 
the slope of the initial elastic lllodulus I:. 

2. In the second substcp, the prescribed boundary displacements and 
loads are held constant. the cracks arc "unfrozen" (or "unglued"), and thL 
stresses transmitted across the cracks are relaxed. which is equivalent to 
applying pressures (surface tractions) on the crack faces (II in Fig. I). L1 
rcsponse to this pressure, the cracks are now allowed to open wider and 
grow (remaining critical according to the crack propagation criterion), 0;' 

to closc and shorten. Also, new cracks arc now allowed to nucleate. 

If no cracks grcw or closed (nor ncw cracks nucleated), the unfreezing (0;' 

unglueing) at prescribed increments of loads or boundary displacement., 
that cause macrostrain increment L\F would engender the stress drop 3~c 
down to point 4 on the secant line 01 (Fig. 2). The change of state of the 
solid would then be calculated by applying the opposite of this strcss drop 
onto the crack surfaces. Howevcr. when the cracks propagate (and new 
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FIG. 2, Local and Nonlocal Inelastic Stress Increments during Loading Step 

crack~ n~c1eate), a larger stress drop defined by the loc&strain-softening 
constitutive law and represented by the segment L\S = 32 in Fig. 2 takes 
place. Thus, thc normal surface tractions 

L\p~ = n~~S~n~ ............................................. (5) 

~epresenting the normal component of tensor L\S", must be considered 
In the second substep as loads L\p" that are applied onto thc crack surfaces 
(Fig. I), the unit normals of which arc denotcd as n~ (a product with no 
product sign denotes here a product of tensors contracted on one index: 
often it is written as the dot product. but hcre we omit the d()\). Note also 
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that for mode II or III cracks. a similar equation could in general be writtel~ 
for the tangential tractions on the crack faces. 

Now we introduce two simplifying hypotheses: 

I. Although the stress transmitted across each temporarily frozen crac,.:: 
varies along the crack, wc consider only its avcragc, i.e., 6.P>L is constar.: 
along each crack [Fig. 3(0)]. This approximation, which is crucial for our 
formulation, was introdueed by Kachanov (19X5, 19X7). Hc discovered b\ 
numerical calculations that the error is ncgligible except for the rare caSl 
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FIG. 3. Crack Interactions of Various Types, Their Radial and Angular Depen
dences, and Coordinates 
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when the distance between two crack tips is at least an order of magnitude 
less than their size. 

2. We consider only mode I crack openings, i.e., neglect the shear modes 
(modes II and III). This is often justified, for instance in materials sllch as 
concrete, by a high surface roughness which prevents any significant reLtt ive 
slip of the microcraek faces (the mode II or III relative displacements that 
can oecur on a macroscopic crack arc mainly thc result of mode I opcnings 
of microcracks that are inclined with respect to the macrocrack). 

A simple-mindcd kind of superposition method would he to unfreeze all 
the cracks, load by pressun: only onc crack at a time. and then superpose 
all the cases (Fig. la). In this approach, the pressurc on each crack, 6.,i>L' 
would he known. But one would still have to solve a body with many cracks. 

A better kind of superposition method is that adopted by Kachanov (Il)X5, 
19X7). which was also used by Datsyshin and Savruk ( 1l)73), Gross ( I 9K2), 
Chudnovsky and Kachanov (I 9K3). Chudnovsky et al. (I 9K7), Chen (I 9K4). 
and Ilorii and Nemat-Nasscr (19K5). and in a displacement version was 
introduced already by Collins (1%3). In this kind of superposition. one 
needs to have the solution of the given hody for the case of oIllv (1//1' crack. 
with all the other cracks considered frozen (Fig. la). The cost to pay for 
this advantage is that the pressures t() he applied at the cracks are unkn()wn 
in advance and must be solved. By virtue of Kachanov's approximati()n, we 
apply this kind of superposition to the average crack pressures only. The 
opening and the stress intensity factor of crack IL ;Ire approxim;ltcly eh;I!'
actcrized by the uniform (average) crack pressure 1'1/'" that acts on a singlc 
crack within the given solid that has clastic moduli /',' and contains no other 
crack. This pressure is solved from the superposition relation: 

.\' 

L1IJ)i = (6.p,) + 2: A ,,,6.'1 ,. J.L = I ... , N .... . .......... (6) 
" I 

(. .. ) is the avcraging operator over the crack length; A,,,. = the crack 
influence coefficients reprcsenting the average pressure [Fig. 3(a)] at the 
frozen crack J.L caused by a unit uniform pressure applied on unfrozen crack 
1'. with all other cracks being frozen [hg. 3(/J)1: and A,,,, = () because the 
summation in «(l) must skip I' = J.L. The reason for the notation for 
6.p" with an ovcrbar instead of the operator (. .> is that the unknown cr,lck 
pressure is unifo!'m and thus its distribution over the crack area never needs 
to be calculated and no averaging operation actually needs to be carried 
ou t. 

Note that the exact solution rcquires considering pressures D.,'.,(,I') and 
6./J>L(x') that vary with coordinate,t' along each crack. In numerical analysis, 
thc crack must then be subdivided into many intervals. This could hardly 
be rcflected on the macroscopic continuum level. but is doubtless unim
portant at that level. 

Substituting (5) into (6), we obtain 

,\, 

6.(n)i"n)i) = (6.(n)iS)in,,l) + L A)i,,6.(n,S,.n,,) ................. (7) 
,. I 

Th~ values of 6.S" are graphically represented in Fig. 2 by tllS segmcnt D.S 
= 35. This segment can be smaller or larger than segment 32. 

Now we adopt a third simplifying hypothesis: In each loading step. the 
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influellce of the microcracks at poillt ~ of the macrocontinuum upon tl.e 
microcracks at point x of the macrocontinuum is determined only by the 
dominant microcrack orientation. This orientation is normal to the ul,it 
vector"" of the maximum principal inelastic m<lcrostress tl,S111 at the location 
of the center of microcrack fL. We usc the definition: 

.................. (~) 

The subscripts "new" and "old" denote the values at the beginning and end 
of thc loading step, respectively. According to this hypothesis, the domina::t 
crack orientation generally rotates from one loading step to thc next. El:. 
(7) may now be written as: . 

N 
- "\~ 

tlS~li L... A,u.tlS:.1J = (tlS~li> ................................ (0) 
,. 1 

Alternatively, one might assume II" to approximatcly coincide with Ill..: 
direction of the maximum principal strain. Such an approximation is simpler 
to use in finite clement programs. It might be realistic enough, especial:::: 
when the clastic strains are relativelv small. 

When the principal directions of tl{e inebstic stress tensor S do not rotate, 
the increment yperators tl ~an of course be moved inside cach product in 
(7), I.e .. .1(n"S"II,,) = 1l"tlS" 11" , and so forth. Onc might wonder whether 
thIS should not be done even when these directions rotate (i.e., when n, 
varies), which would correspond to crack orientations being fixed when th~' 
cracks hegin to form. But according to Ihe experience with the so-calleci 
rotating crack model, empirically verified for concrete, it is more realistic 
to assume that the orientation of the dominant cracks rotates with th..: 
principal direction of S. 

It might seem we should have taken in the foregoing equations only the 
positive part of tlS". But this is not necessary since the unloading criterion 
prevents tlS" fwm being negative. 

FiElD EQUATION FOR NON LOCAL CONTINUUM 

Now comes the most difficult step. We need to determinc the nonloea: 
field equation for the macroscopic continuulll, which rcprescnts the contin
uum counterpart of (9). The homogenization theories as known arc il1-
applicahle. because they apply only to macro~eopically uniform fields while: 
the l1oTlunifol"mity of the macroscopic field is the most important aspect fo;' 
handling localization prohlems. The following simplc concept is propo,;cd: 

The continuum field equatiol1 we seck is an equation whosc discrek 
approximation can he written in the form of the matrix crack interaction 
rclation (9). 

This concept leads us to propose the following field equation for thL' 
continuum approximation of microcraek interactions: 

.............. (I (): 

becausc an approximation of the integral by a sum over the continuul1; 
variable values at the crack centers yields (9). Here we denoted ;\(x", ~,.) 
= '( C\,,,.)!V, ~~ crack influencc function, V . ~ a constant that may he: 
interpretcd roughly as the volume per crack, and{; = statistical averaging 
operator which yields the avcragc (moving average) oYer a certain ap-
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propriate neighborhood of point x or ~. Such statistical averaging is implied 
in the macrocontinuum smoothing and is inevitable hecause in a random 
crack array the characteristics of thc individllal cracks IllUSt he expected to 
exhibit enormous random scatter. 

It must be admitted that the sum in (9) is an unorthodox approximation 
of the IIltegral from (10) because the values of the continuuIll variahle arc 
not sampled at certain predetermined points such as the chosen mesh nodes 
but are distributed at random, that is, the mierocrack centers. Another point 
to note IS that (9) IS only one of various possible discrcte approximations 
of (10). Since this approximation is not unique, at uniqucness of (10) as a 
C(~ntinuum approximation is not proven. Therefore, acceptability of (10) 
Will also depend on computational experience (which has so far been fa
vorablc). 

When (10) is approximated by finite clements, it is again converted to a 
matrix form similar to (9). Howe~er, the sum thcn runs ovcr the integration 
POlllts of the flmte elements. TIllS means the crack pressures (or openings) 
that a~e translated into th~ inelastic stress increments arc only sillllpled at 
these IIltegratlon. POlllts, 111 the sense 01 their density, instead of being 
represented II1dlvldually as If1 (9). ObVIously, such a sampling can preserve 
only the long-range interactions of the cracks and the averaging. The in
dIVIdual short-range crack II1teractions will be lost, hut thev arc so random 
and vast in number that aspiring to represent them in anv~ detail would he 
futile anyway. -

For macroscopic continuum smearing, the averaging operator (. .) over 
the crack length now needs reinterpretation. Because of the randomness of 
the microcrack distribution, the rnacrocontinuum variable at point x should 
reprcsent thc spatial average of the effects of all thc possihle microcrack 
rcalIzatlons wlthlll a neighborhood of point x whose size is roughly equal 
to the spaclllg 101 the dorl1lnant mIcrocracks (which is in concretc approx
Imately determined hy the spacing of the largest aggregates); hence 

( II) 

The weight function ex(x, ~) is analogous to that in (3). It should vanish 
everywhere outside a domain of a diameter roughly equal to I. For com
putational reasons, it seems preferable that ex have a smooth bell shape. 
Because of randomness of the microcrack distribution, function n(x,~) may 
be considered as rotationally symmetric (i.e., same in all directions, or 
isotropic). Strictly speaking, the macroscopic averaging domain could be a 
line segment in the dircction of the dominant microcrack [that is, nor
mal to tlS I 11(X) l, or an elongated (roughly elliptical) domain. However, 
using a line segment seems insufficient for prcventing damage localilation 
into a line in the case of a homogcneous uniaxial tension field, and it would 
also bc at variancc with the energy rclcase argument for nonlocalitv of 
damage presentcd in Bazant (19X7, 19(1). ~ 
. Eq. (10) represents a Fredholm integral equation (i.e., an integral equa
tl~n of the second kind with a square-intcgrable kcrnel) for the unknown 
tlSI1l(X), which corrcsponds in Fig. :2 to the segment 35. The inebstic 
strain incrcmcnt tensors tlS( II(X) on the right-hand side. which correspond 
in Fig. 2 to the segmcnt 32, are caleulated from the strain increments usin~ 
thc given local constitutive law (for example the miuoplanc model, contin':. 
uum dan~age theory, plastic-fracturing theory, or pbsticity with yicld limit 
degradatIon ). 
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SOME ALTERNATIVE FORMS AND PROPERTIES OF 
CONTINUUM MODEL 

The solution of (10) can be written as: 

~.\·II\(X) = (~S(l)(x» ~ r K(x. ~)(~S(I)(~» dV(~) ............... (:2) 

in which function K(x. ~) is the resolvent of the kernel A(x, ~). (T:,is 
resolvent could be calculated numerically in advance of the nonlocal finite 
clement analysis. but it would not allow a simple physical interpretation 
and a closed-form expression.) With the notation 

'\I,,,, = o~" ~ A,,,. ........................................... (:3) 
where O"V = Kronecker delta, (9) can be transformed to 

I \If,,,,~S:') = (~S~,') ....................................... (1-+) 

The Illacrocontinuum counterpart of this discrete matrix relation is 

r 'If(X. ~)~S(I)m dV(~) = (~S(lI(X» (lSI/) 

= f ~S(I\(~)U(x.~) dV(~) .................................. (ISh) 
\. 

which repr<:,sents an integral equation of the first kind for the unknown 
function ~S(I)(~). Obviously. 

'V(x.~) ~ o(x - ~) ~ A(x. ~) ................................ (16) 

where o(x ~ ~) = Dirac delta function in two or three dimensions; indeec. 
su bstitution of t his expression into (15) yields (10). 

Defining the inverse square matrix: 

[B,,,.] = ['V",.] I 

we may write the solution of the equation system (14) as 

~S'(I) = ,~ B (~\'(I) = ,~ C ilS'(I) 
~ ~l L...J 1-1-1' • I' ~!-LA ~).. , 

( 17) 

(ISO) 

........................... (Iilh; 

with ex", = ex(x, .. ~J. The macrocontinuum counterpart of the last equatioi; 
IS 

~S(l)(x) = r B(x. ~)(~S(I)(~» dV(~) = r C(x. ~)~S(l)(~) dV(~) (19) 

where B(x", ~,) =(; (H",,)IV, and C(x. ~) = J"H(x, ~)ex(~. x) dV(~). The 
kernel B(x, ~) represents the resolvent of the kernel 'If(X, ~) of (15). Fur
thermore 

B(x, ~) = o(x - ~) K(x,~) ................................ (20) 

because substitution of this equation into (IY) furnishes (12). 
With (19). we have reduced the nonlocal formulation to the same form 
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as (3) for the previous nonlocal damage formulation (Pijaudier-Cabot and 
Bazant 19i17; Bazant and Pijaudier-Cabot IYil9; Bazant and Ozbolt IYYO. 
1991,19(2). However, the presence of the Dirac delta function in the last 
equation makes (I Y) inconvenient for computatiolls. Aside frolll that, it 
seems inconvenient to calculate in finite element codes function U(x, ~). 
Another difference is that the weight function (i.e., the kernel) is anisotropic 
(and. in the present simplification, associated solely with the principal in
elastic stresses). 

Note also that if we would set A(x, ~) = O. the present formulation would 
become identical to the aforementioned previous nonlocal damage model. 
But this would not be realistic. The interactions characterized by A(x. ~) 
appear to be essential. . -

Because the nonlocal integral in (22) is additive to the local stress ~S. 
the present non local model can be imagined as an overlay of two solids that 
arc forced to have equal displacements at all points: (I) The given solid 
with all the damage due to cracks, but local behavior (no crack interactions); 
and (2) an overlaid solid that describes crack interactions only. The nOli local 
stress ~S represents the sum of the stresses from both solids". It is the stress 
that is to be used in formulating the differential equilibrium equations for 
the solid. 

For the sake of simplicity, we have so far assumed that the influence of 
point ~ on point x depends only on the orientation of the maximum principal 
inelastic stress at~. Since at ~ there might be cracks normal to all the three 
principal stresses (denoted now by superscripts i = 1,2 . .\ in parentheses). 
it might be more realistic to consider that each of them separately influences 
point x. In that case. (9) and (10) can be generalized as follows: 

,\' -"' 

2: I A:::~~S:,I) 
I' I J I 

(21 ) 

~S(<)(x) ~ r ~ ;\ ("\x, ~)~,~Ii)(~) dV(~) = (~S(<)(x» (j = 1,2.3) Jl / 1 
.......................................................... (22) 

Similar generalizations can be made in the subsequent equations, too. Note 
that when the body is infinite, all the summations or integrations in this 
paper are assumed to follow a special path labeled by D, which will be 
defined in the next section. 

The heterogeneity of the material, slIch as the aggregate in concrete. is 
not specifically taken into account in our equations. Although the hetero
geneity obviously must influence the nonlocal properties [e.g., Pijaudier
Cabot and Bazant (IYYI )[. this influence is probably secondary to that of 
microcracking. The reason is that the prepeak (hardening) inelastic behav
ior, in which microcracking is much less pronounced than after the peak 
while the heterogeneity is the same. can be adequately described by a local 
continuum. The main effect of heterogeneity (such as the aggregates in 
concrete, or grains in ceramics) is indirect: it determines the spacing. ori
entations, and configurations of the microcracks. 

ADMISSIBILITY OF UNIFORM INELASTIC STRESS FIELDS 

In the previous non local formulations, the requirement that a field of 
lIniform inelastic stress and damage must represent at least one possible 
solution led to the normalizing condition [(4)]. Similarly. we Illust now 
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require that the homogeneous strcss field D.S! I) =." (Ll,\'! II) satisfy (lI) .::n~ 
(10) idcntically. This yields the contlItlOns that the Integral of A(x,~) 01 lhe 
sum of A . over an infinitc hody vanish. Ilowever, the asymptotic bchavlor 
of A(x, ~)' for r -, x which will he discussed later causes thiS II1tcgr:l, or 
SlIlll to b~ divergent. Therefore, the conditions must he IInposcd 111 a ~peC:lal 
lillJll-the integral in polar coordinates is required to val1lsh only to~' a 
special path, labeled by 0, in which the angular IIltegratlon I, cOlTlplcled 
hefore the limit r ----> CD is calculated, that IS 

j- ,\(x,~)dV(~) 
\ 

lilll j-U [j-.;n j-n A(x, ~)r2 sin 0 dO d<I,ldr = () 
u. • / 0 {) () J 

(for 3D) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (23b) 

r and <I' = polar coordinates, r, H, and <I' arc spherical coordinates. r",lr
thermore, labeling again by 0 a similar summation path (or sequcnce) u\er 
all the cracks I' in an infinite body, the followlI1g dlscrcte condition needs 
to bc also imposed: 

~ A,,,. 0' () ................................................ (2'+) 

This condition applies only to an array of infinitely many microcracks that 
are on the macroscale, perfectly random and thstnbuted statistically 1I,1I

fon~lly over an infinite body (or are periodic). By the sallle reas(lnlllg, we 
must also have 

f K(x i;) dV(~) (J ....................................... (~5) 
\. ' -

f 'I'(x, ~) dV(~) = f H(x,~) dV({J = L C(x, ~) dV(~) = 1 .... (26) 

and in the discrete form 

'\.' 'v ="\' n ,~'\.' /J . ~, '\.' C •. = I ...................... (27) L.J ~lI' L..J Ill' D J-li ~ j-L 

I' t' I' \, 

For integration paths in which the radial inll'gration tip to ,..~ 7: is carried 
out before the angular integration, the foregOing IIltegrals and sums arc 
divergent. 

GAUSS-SEIDEL ITERATION APPLIED TO NON LOCAL AVERAGING 

For the purpose of finite clement analysis, we will no:, asslII:le ,tl:"t 
SUbscripts f.L and II label the nUlllericalllltcgratlOn pOints of fllHte ~ICI.ncn,,~: 
rather than the individual microcracks. I hiS means that the mlLIllLl .leks <II L 

represented by their mcan statistical characteristics sampled only at tlie 
Ilumeril'al integratillll POllltS. . ... .' , . . ,. 

III finite element programs, nonlIneanty IstyplCally handled by Itcr.\tl()~:S 
of the loading steps. Let us, therefore, examllle the Iterative solutIon of \ J) 
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or (14), which rcprcsents a systcm of N linear algcbraic equations for N 
unknowns D.,S'~) if D.S:/ 1 are givcn. Thc matrix of 'V,,,. is in gcncral nonsYIll
metric (because the influence of a large crack on a small crack is not the 
samc as the influcncc of a small crack on a largc crack). This nonsymllletry 
seems disturbing until onc realizes that this is so only because of our choice 
of variables D.S~.I) and (D.S~II), which do not represent therrnodynamically 
conjugate pairs of generalized forces and generalized displaccments. If 
(D.S~) wcre cxpressed in terms of the averagc crack opcnings W •. , thcn thc 
cquation system resulting from (lI) or (14) would have a matrix which would 
have to be symmetric (becausc of Betti's theorem), and also positive definite 
(if the body is stable). Thesc are the attributcs mathcmatically required for 
convcrgcncc of the iterative solution by Gauss-Seidel method [e.g., Rck
torys (1969); Collatz (1960): Korn and Korn (I96X); Varg:1 (1%2): Fox 
(1965); Strang ( IlISO)]. Aside from that, convergence of the iterative solutio/l 
of (lI) or (14) must also be expccted on physical grounds (bccause it is 
mcchanically equivalent to thc relaxation method, which always convergcs 
for stable elastic systems) . 

In the I1h iteration, the ncw, improved values of thc unknowns, labeled 
by superscripts [r + I], are calculatcd from the prcvious values, labeled by 
subscript r rJ, either according to the recursive relations: 

N 

tlp ~ e iJ = (D.p~) + L A~.D.p ~:I ........... ................... (2S) 
•. I 

N 

LlS~llJ'4 iJ = (tlS:,I) + L A".D.S~llJ'l 
•• I 

(J.L I, 2, ... ,N) ...... (29) 

or according to the rccursive relations: 

I' I N 

D.p-I-+ IJ = (D.p ) + '\.~ A tlp-In II + 
j-L j-L L..J j-LI' \' L A".Nj~:1 

•. I V'j-L+l 

(f.L = 1,2, ... ,N) ......................................... (30) 

j-L--I 

tlS~llJ'+11 = (LlS~I) + I AI'vD.S~.llJ" II + 
.' I 

N 

I AI'.,D.S~III'I 
\' j-L-I-I 

(f.L = I, 2, ... ,N) ......................................... (31) 

Eg. (2l1), also known as thc Gauss method or Jacobi method, is normally 
slightly less efficient than (.\1), in which the latest approximations arc always 
used. The values of ~S~LI) may be used as the initial values of D.S~liI'l in the 
first iteration. 

It is possible to dcrive (30) more directly, rather than from (6). To this 
end, wc note that the sequcnce of iterations is identical to a solution by the 
relaxation mcthod in which onc crack after another is relaxed (i.e., its 
pressure reduced to zero) while all thc other cracks arc frozen (which is a 
problem with one crack only), as illustratcd in Fig. I(h). Each relaxation 
produccs pressure on the prcviously relaxed cracks. After relaxing, one by 
one, all the cracks, the cyclc through all the cracks is repeated again and 
again. This kind of relaxations is known in mechanics to converge in general 
[this was numerically demonstratcd for a system of cracks and inclusions by 
Pijaudier-Cabot and Bazant (lll91) J. The solution to which the rclaxation 
process converges is Obviously that defined by (lI). Note also that this rc-
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laxation argument in fact represents a simple way to prove the sllperposi:ion 
equation [(h)]. 

For structural engineers. it is interesting to note the similarity with the 
Cross method (moment dist ri bu t ion met hod) for e1ast ic f ramcs. Rc Iaxi ng 
the pressure at one crack while all the other microcracks arc frozen (gLICd) 
is ,1I1<110gous to rclaxing (lne Joint in a frame while all the other joint, arc 
held fixed. Repcating this for each join\. and then repeating thc eycll"; of 
such relaxations of all the joints. eventually converges to the exact solu:ion 
of the frame. 

The macrocontinuum countl'lpart of the C,auss-Seidel iterative mcthod, 
which convcrges to the solution of the hedholm inkgral equation [( )())J, 
is analogous to (29) and is given by the following relation for succe,sive 
approximations (iterations): 

~Slill" II(x) = (~SII)(X») I- Iv A(x, n.1S(III'I(~) dV(~) ............ (:12) 

The discrete approximation of the last relation is the eqllation that OLight 
to be used in finite clement programs with iterations in each step. \Vc sec 
that the form of averaging is different from that currcntly lIsed, givel1 by 
(3). There arc now two additive spatial integrals. one for close-rangc av
eraging of the inelastic stresses from the local constitutivc relation ami dne 
for long-range crack interactions based on the latest itnates of the inelastic 
stresses. 

In programming, the old iteratcs need not be stored ill the computer 
memory. So the subscripts [r[ and [r + I [ may be dropped and (33) and 
(34) and may be replaced by the following assignment statements: 

.~ 

~S~ll <c- (~S~ll) + L A,,,~S~I) (fl. = 1.2 .... N) ............ (:13) 
,. I 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (34) 

A strict implementation of Gauss-Seidel iterations suggests programming 
one iteration loop for (33) to be contained within another loop for :he 
iterations of the loading step in which the displacement and strain increments 
in the structure are solved. Ilowever, one common iteration loop. which is 
computationally much more efficient. can serve both purposes. Then, of 
course, the iteration solution is not exactly the Gauss-Seidel method because 
thc strains arc also heing updated during each iteration. Thne is alre;ldy 
some computational experience showing that convergence can still be achievc:d. 

The common iteration loop has the advantage that it permits the usc of 
the explicit load-step algorithm for structural analysis. In a loading stel' of 
this algorithm, one evalualL's in each iteration at each integration point [he 
elastic stress inClements E::h' and thc local inelastic stress increments ':::'S 
from fixed strains ~£; then one lIses en) to calculate from ':::'S the non local 
inelastic stress inClements ':::'S for all the integration points. and solves ncw 
nodal displacements and strains hy clastic structural analysis. 

CRACK INFLUENCE FUNCTION 

Cracks Far from Boundary in Two-Dimensional Body 
By virtue of applying the Gauss-Seidel ilL'ralive method. coefficients 

can be obtained from thc stress field of only one pressurized crack in 
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given clastic solid. In practice, this solid is finite. and then AlL' should in 
principle be calculated taking into account the geometry of the body. This 
means that for every different body shape and size and evcry diffcrent crack 
location, a new set of coefficients A,,,. would have to be calculatcd.1 his 
would be a preposterous task. 

A simplification is suggested, however, by the decay of stresses with the 
distance from a pressurized crack. For practical purposes, the distance of 
most cracks from the boundary is such that the interference of the boundary 
with the stress field of the crack is negligible. So. except for points ncar the 
boundary, this field can be approximately calculated as if thc crack were 
embedded in an infinite elastic solid. 

For the purpose of macrocontinuum representation, some aspects of the 
stress field in an infinite body underlying the crack influence function A 
must be preserved whilc othcrs must be simplified. Preserved must be the 
long-range asymptotic form of this field, because the long-range contribu
tions to the integral that corne from the neighborhood of a remote point ~ 
come to point x from nearly the same direction and nearly the same distance 
[Fig. 3(e)J. How to handle the close-range fields of the microcracks is a 
much more difficult question. Certain aspccts must obviously he simplified. 
First, it is impossible to represent on the macroscale the microcracks as 
finite in size, having (in two dimensions) two distinct crack tips. and sccond, 
the singularities of the stress fields near the crack tips must bc smeared at 
the macrolevel as a nonsingular. bounded field. The first condition is met 
by taking the long-range asymptotic field of a crack in infinite clastic solid. 
This field is easy to dcrive, as follows. 

Consider now a crack in an infinite solid, subjected to uniform pressure 
IT [Fig. 3(b) and (e)J. According to Westergaard's solution [e.g .. Brock 
(1987) and Hellan (1984)] 

Re Z y 1m Z' - <T 

Re Z + Y 1m Z' - (T 

(Yia) 

(35b) 

Txv = - y Re Z' ........................................... (35c) 

in which Un and <Tn' = the normal stresses, Tn- = the shear strcss. and 

(z = re"") ............................ (36) 

Here 2(1 = crack length, i 2 ~ - I. Z' = dZ/dz, and rand ,/J ~ polar 
coordinates with origin at the crack center and anglc (t> measured from the 
crack direction x. For r » a we have the approximation: 

From this, we calculate 

( 

(12 ) Re Z = U I + -, cos 2<1> + ... 
2r-

.... (37) 

(381/) 

(38/1) 

y 1m Z' = (Ta
2r sin <I> Im( -r 'I' '''b) = -(J(/2r 2 sin (I>( -sin 3(1») .. (38c) 
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Substituting this into (.1.'i) and using the formulas for products of tri!];o
nOll1etrie fun2tions, we get the following simple result for the long-rangl: (r 
» II) asymptotic field: 

(T\ \ ~-

cos 4<j> 
uk(r)--

2 
.. , .... , , ........... , .................. , (~~a) 

(
COS 4<1») uk(r) cos 2q) - --2- (30b) 

sin 4(j> sin 2¢ 
7" = (Tk(r) --~2--~ (39c) 

where k(r) (/ eire. Subscripts x and y refer to Cartesian coordinates with 
origin at point ~ coinciding with the crack center and aXIs y normal to the 
cf"lck' <T '1l1d (T .. = the normal stresses, 7 . = the shear stress; and <I, = 
p(;lar 'co~;r~linate'~ with origin at the crack ~enter, with the, polar angl~ ¢ 
measured from axis x. The principal stresses <Till and Ul~) and the ltrst 
principal stress direction <pili arc given by: 

(
COS 2(j) ) 

U
lll = uk(r) --2- + sin (1' (40a) 

(J121 = (rk(r) (CO;2(1) - sin ¢) ,., .... , ... : ..... " ........ , .. (4()b) 

tan 2(/)1 11 = - cot 3<1) (4Uc) 

The foregoing expressions describe the long-rang~ form of function j\(X, 
~). It does not matter that they have a r- 2 sll1gulanty at the crack eenkr, 
becausc thcy are invalid for not too large r. Note that. the avcrage of each 
expression over the circle r = constant is zero, whIch IS III fact a neecssa~y 

property. .. . .. , 
function A(x, ~l can also he easIly dctermllled for small r. ~s mtultlvclY 

suggested by Fig. 3(d), the short-range interactiyns go in all dIrectIons and 
should cancel cach other. That this is indeed so IS confIrmed by KaehanO\'s 
(1992) numerical studies of interactions of randomly generated crack systel:~s 
that arc uniform ovcr a large body. lie found that lor such systems t;~e 
classical assumption of noninteracting cracks is very good, which means tlut 
all the interactions mutuallv cancel. It follows that for r ~ "X) , the function 
A(x, ~) should approach th~e asymptotc A = O. . 

For intermediate r, calculation of A(x, ~) would need to take Into accou::t 
statistical intcractions, which scems very difficult. Therefore, we proposl: 
to use a smooth empirical function that approaches for r ~ "X) and for r-> 
o the two asymptotic curves we established, as shown in Fig. 3(g). We ais-) 
know the function must be bounded. The sil11plest expression to have the:-.e 
propcrties, which replaces a21r e in the foregoing expressions, is 

( 
Klr ) ~ 

k(r) = -'--I' 
r - -f -

(41 ) 

Here I = an empirical constant that represents the distance to the peak ;;1 

Fig. 3(g). It may bc identified with what has, heen called the charaetenstl~' 
length of the nonlocal contll1l1l1l11. Probahly ItS vallie rcflects the dOl11ll1al;: 
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spacing of the microcracks, which in turn is dctermincd bv sill' a III I spilcing 
of the dominant inhomogeneities such as aggregates in concrete, or grain 
or crystal size in ice, ceramics, and rocks. It may perhaps he takcn clju;d 
to the larger of the crack size and thc maximum inhonHlgL'lH.:ity (aggregatL') 
size. K = an empirical constant such that KI roughly represents thc a\cragc 
or effective crack size II for the macrocontinllum (in thcory, it seems this 
value should he increased during the loading process sincc the cracks grow). 

In the formalism we introduced previously, A(x, ~) = a scalar. 1\11 thc 
information on the relative crack orientatiolls is embedded in the valucs of 
this function. The principal stress direction at point~, which can he regarded 
as the dominant crack direction at that location [Fig. 3(1')1, is all the direc
tional information needed to calculate the stress components at point x: sec 
(40), in which r =c /Ix - ~II = distance hetwcen points x and ~. The value 
of A(x, ~), needed for (32) or (9), ll!ay be determined as the projection of 
the stress tensor produced at point x onto the principal inelastic stress 
direction at that point. I\ccording to Mohr circle: 2/\(x, ~) ~ «T" + (T,,) 
+ «T" _. (T".)COS 2(111 .- 0) - 27" sin 2(111 0) in which 0, III = anglcs of 
the principal stress directions at points ~, x, respcetively, with the line 
connecting these two points (i.e" with the vector x - ~). Suhstituting here 
for U", etc., the expressions froll! (39), one ohtains a trigonometric expres
sion that [a.s J. Planas (personal eOl1llllunic;ltion, Il)92) pointed out), Clfl be 
brought by trigonollletric transformations to the form: 

k(r) 
A(x, ~) = - ~-, [cos 20f cos 2\), -f cos 2(0 f IJI)I 

2/· (42) 

where 0 = <)00 - (I,. Note that the function ;\(x, ~) is symmetric. This is 
of course a necessary consequence of the fact that the hody is l'iastic. 

Two properties contrasting with the previous nonlocal formulations should 
be noted: (I) The crack influencc function is not axisymmetric (isotropic) 
but depends on the polar anglc (i.e., is anisotropic); and (2) it exhibits a 
shielding sector and an amplification sector. We Illay define the amplification 
sector as the sector in which iT" (the same stress component as that applied 
at the crack faces) is positive, and the shielding sector as the sector in which 
(T". is negative. The amplification sector (r" .' () is, according to (:llJ), given 
by ¢ s q)h where 

$" = 55.7400 (43) 

The sector in which the volumetric stress (T" + u" (first stress invariant) 
is positive is q) <: 45°. The sector in which (T" "" 0 is <I) s 22.SO and d, :> 

07.5°. The sector in which 27" .. " ~ (T" - (T" c~ () is (I) s 45°. The l1laximum 
principal stress (T(I) is positivc for all angles (l>, and the minillluill principal 
stress (y(C) is positive for d) < 21.471°. 

The consequcnce of the anisotropic nature of thc crack influence function 
is that interactions between adjacent cracks depend on the direction of 
damage propagation with respect to the oricntation of the maximum prin
cipal inelastic stress. In a cracking band that is macroscllpically of Illode I 
[Fig. 4(l/l), propagating in the dominant direction of the microcracks, the 
microcracks assist each other in growing because they lie in each other's 
amplification sectors. In a cracking hand that is macroscopically of mode 
" [Fig. 4(h»), the microcracks are mutually in the transition between their 
amplification ;ll1d shielding sectors, and thus interact little. Under compres
sion, a band of axial splitting cracks may propagate sideways IFig. 4(c)[, 
and in that case the microcracks inhibit eacii other's growth because they 
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FIG. 4. Cracks near Boundary and Crack Bands 
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lie in each other's shielding sectors. Different interactions of this kind prob
ably explain why good fitting of test data with the previous non local rni
croplane model required using a different material characteristic length for 
different type of problems (e.g .. mode [ fracture specimens versus diagonal 
shear failure of reinforced beam). 

Cracks Far from Boundary in Three-Dimensional Body 
The case of three dimensions OD) is not difficult when the cracb are 

penny-shaped and the boundary is remote. The stresses around such cracks 
have been expressed as integrals of Bessel functions (Sneddon and LllW

engrub 1969; Kassir and Sih 1l)75). which arc cumbersome for calculations. 
Recently. however. Fabrikant (Il)l)()) ingeniously derived the following cJoscd
form expressions: 

(J),\ ......................................... (4";a) 

CT\\" ......................................... (44b) 

1m (Jz 
Tn 

2 
.............................................. (4·k) 

T t;: Re Tz .................. _ ......................... (-I.',d) 

T \'.~ [01 T, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (-I-Ie) 

in which 

') 

~(r (lJ -- f) ( -I5a) 
"IT 
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2<T 
(r, = -:; [(I + 2v)B + f)J .................................. P5h) 

e-'''--- I , I 2(r III iI, ( 
"IT I ~I i 

"IT 

B = aI, 
I~ 

. 0 
arcslll -

I~ 

f) 
IIz,[/1 + 1I'(211' t ')-' 

I, 

L~ + L, I, = --"------'-
2 

Y/§ - a2 

..... (-I5d) 

.. (45(') 

.......................... ( . .1.)/) 

C15g) 

.......................... (45h) 

14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................... 

( 45i) 

(45j) 

10, Y(a - pj2 + Z2 .............................. (-15k) 

........................... (-15/) 

in which a = ~rackradius [Fig. 3U)J; r. O. and <I) = the spherical coordinates 
attached to (artesian coordmates x . .1'. and z at point ~. with angle (j mea
sured from aXIs z. which IS normal to the crack at point ~; I' = distance 
between pOints x and ~: and p. (I). Z = the cylllldrical coordinates with origin 
at the crack center and p. <I) as polar coordinates in the crack plane. angle 
<jJ bell1g measured from aXIs x. 

Since the long-range asymptotic form of the foregoing stress field has not 
been given. we need to derIve it. For this purpose. one needs tn note that. 
for .large r. /., ~ I' - 1/ sin O. (, = I' I II sin 0 [sec the meaning ()f (, and 
(:', III ,l-ig. 3(j )l~ __ ~' Sill o. I, I' and. for I' -. 1I. arcsin(II/I.) II + 
({//6/~)I({!I" \//~ ::- 1/2-. 1'[1 -- (11'/2,,')1. The result is the follo~villg IOllg-
range asymptotic field: -

Up" = (Tk(r) [(I + 21') (sin2 0 -- D + (I - 2v - 5 cos' O)sin:' oj 
........ " ................................... . . (460) 

(r""j, = (rk(r) [(I + 21') (Sin' () - 0 -- (I - 2lJ 5 cos' O)sin" oj 
(-1M) 

( ')' 

(rk(r) sin 2 0 - ~) ....... (46c) 
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Up' =c -uk(r)sin 20(4 - 5 sinc 0) ............................ (..tid) 

(fp,~ = (T,/>: = 0 ............................................ (..[()(:) 

in which. for three dimensions. k(r) = a'/(nr'). For the same reasons as 
those that led to (41). this expression may be replaced by 

k(r) = ~ (~)\ 
n r" + I" 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (~7) 

The crack influence function based on (46) satisfies again the condition t:,at 
its spatial avcrage over every surface r = constant be zcro. 

It is important to note that, asymptotically for large distanccs r, the cr~,ck 
influence function in three dimen~i()lIs decays as r '. whereas in two di
mensions it decays as r 2. Again, in contrast to thc previous fOfI1llIiatio;ls, 
t he weight function (crack influence function) is not axisymmetric (isotropic) 
but depends on thc polar or spherical angles (i.e., is anisotropic). 

Note again that one can distinguish a shielding sector and an amplificali,)n 
scctor. According to the change of sign of (T~, in (46), the boundary of these 
sectors is given by the angle 

0" = arcsin A = 54.736° ................................... (4:--;) 

or 900 - 0" = 35.264°. Thus, the amplification sector 0 ?- 0" is significantly 
narrower in threc than in two dimensions. 

In the case of a field translationally symmetric in z. one might womic-r 
whether integration over z might yield the two-dimensional crack influence 
fUIlction. Ilowever, this cannot occur because the two-dimensional crack 
influence function corresponds in three dimensions to a field of strip cra6;:s 
aligned in the z direction. which cannot yield the same properties as the 
penny-shaped cracks. 

Cracks Near Boundary 
When the boundary is ncar. the crack influence function should be ob

tained by solving the stress field of a pressurized crack at a certain distarh.:e 
d from the boundary [Fig. 4(d)l. Obviously, thc function will depend on d 
as a parameter, i.e .. i\(x. ~, d). Functions /\ will be different for a frc'" 
boundary. fixed boundary [Fig. 4«(')1. sliding boundary. and elastically sup
ported boundary or interface with another solid. When the crack is ncar a 
boundary corner IFig. 4(f)1, i\ represents the solution of the stress field ,)f 
a pressurized crack in the wedge, and will depend on the distances frO;ll 
both boundary planes of the wedge. These solutions will be much more 
complicated than for a crack in infinite body, and simplifications will bee 
needed. On the other hand. because of the statistical nature of the crac:.;: 
system, exact solutions of these problems arc not needed. Only their es
sential features are. 

A crude but simple approach to the boundary effect is to considcr thee 
same weight function as for an infinite solid. protruding outside the bod). 
In the previous non local formulations, based on the idea of spatial averagin,f. 
the same weight function as for the infinite solid has been used in the spatial 
integral and the weight function has simply been scaled up renOImalizeei. 
so that the integral of the weight function over the reduced domain would 
remain I. In the present formulation, such scaling would have to be applie~ 
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to all the weight functions whose integral should be I. i.e., n. III, 8. a III I ('. 
For those weight functions whose integral should vanish. a diffl'rent scalinl! 
would be needed to take the proximity of the boundary into account; f()~' 
example. the values at the boundary should be scaled up so that the spatial 
I~te~ral would always vanish. as indicated in (23). As a reasonahle simpli
~IcatIOn,. thIS ~lIght perhaps he done by rcplacing the A,,,. values for the 
IIltegra~IOn POIlltS L of the boundary finite clements hy k"\,, where the 
multIplIcatIve factor k" IS determIlled from the condition that 2:' A ~ • 
o (with the summation carried over all the points in the given fi;lit~ b~"'~lv) 

IfltcrlPr I' 

\' ........................ . 
LJ A,,,. 

hOlllld:IIYi' 

LONG-RANGE DECAY AND INTEGRABILITY 

Consider now an infinite two-dimensional clastic solid in which the stress 
strain, and cracking arc macroscopically uniform. ;\11 the microcracks ar~ 
of the ~ame size. {/, and the a_rca per crack is 1'2. The stress (T applied on 
each nlIcrocrack IS the same. "rom (3lJ) we calculate the contribution to the 
non local integral from domain V, outside of a circle of radius f?, that is 
sufficiently large for permitting the approximation k(r) ~~ 0-'/1" 

J
" 
'. «(Tn + 

VI 

................................ (50) 

~owan i~portant observation,.to ~hich we already allUded: The last expres
SIOn. IS an Ilnp~oper IIltegral whIch IS lhvergent (because it is divergent when 
the Illtegrand IS replaced by its absolute value [sec, e.g .. Rektorys (I WllJ)/). 
ThIS also means that the value of the integral depends on the integration 
path. For some path the IIltegral may be convergent. and that path. shown 
III (5.0). has been labeled by U. So we must conclude that a hOlJlogeneous 
6S fIeld. that IS, a fIeld of uTlIform length Increment of all the cracks in an 
infinite bo~ly that is initially i~l a statistically uniform state. is impossihle. 

But thIS IS not all that surpnsmg. As is known from an:tivsis of hifurcatioll 
and stable equilihrium path. strain-softening damage (wliich is due to mi
crocrack growth) must localize Ie .g., 13azant and Cedolin (llJl) I )j. So in 
practIce the domaIIl of the Ifltegrals such as the last one must not he infinite 
in two directions. It can only be finite or infinite in one directi()n onl\'. as 
is the case for a localization haml. The basic reason for thi, situation is· that 
the asymptotic decay I' 2, which we have obtained. is relativelv wcak
much weaker than the exponential decay assumed in previous v:orks (for 
an exponentIal decay. the integration domain could be infinite in all direc
tions without causing this kind of prohlem). 

A similar analysis of uniform damage can he carried out for an infinite 
three-dimensional solid, and the conclusion is that the integration domain. 
that is. the zonc of growing microcracks. can only be finite or infinite in 
two directions only (a localization layer). but not in three. 

A similar divergcnce of the integral over infinite space has been Kn()Wn 
to occur III other prohlems of physics. for example, in calculation of the 
stresses from periodically distrihuted inclusions. or the light received from 
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an infinite number of ~tatistically uniformly distributed stars. For a pCT'."'i
cacious mathematical study of this type of problem sec Furuhaslll. Kmosh::a 
and Mura (I<JXI). 

GENERAL FORMULATION: TENSORIAL CRACK 
INFLUENCE FUNCTION 

In (10), the principal stress orientations at points x and ~ arc reflected d1 

the values of the scalar function A(x, ~). For the purpose of general anal)sl:>, 
however. it seems lTlore convenient to usc a tensorial crack influence fun-.:
tion, referred to comlllon structural Cartesian coordinates X = XI, Y = .. X., 
Z .-.,., ",y 1, and tranSfOrtll all the inelastic stress tensor cornpOIlcnts .to A, v 

Z. The local Cartesian coordinates x = x I. Y = X 2. Z = X \ at pomt ~ a;T 

chosen so that axis \' coincide with the direction of the maximulll pnnclp.;1 
value of the inelasti'c stress tensor S(~), and axes x and z coincide with tl".c 
other two principal directions (Fig. 4). Eqs. (33) and (34) Illay be rewntLL:1 
in common structural coordinates as follows: 

IV 

L L I{~,II~U i\:~I)·Af~S~.r) 
I' I t I 

(f.L == 1,2,. N; i -~ 1,2,3) ................................ (5:; 

il·\'u(x) +- (ilSu(x)) + J. i Rj"~I(~)A~'/(x. ~)ilS(d(~) dV(~) 
\ , I 

(i = 1,2,3) (52; 

in which, similarlv to (22), we included the influence of the cracks norm; .. 
to all the princip,;1 stress direction at each point; Rj~L(~) or R~:L, = cue,; 
= fourth-rank coordinate rotation tensor (programmed as a square matr,\ 
when the stress tensors arc programmed as column matrices) at point ~ ,;,
~,,; c", Cu = coefficients of rotatioll transformation of coordlllate, axe:: 
(direction cosilles of new axes) Irom local coordlllates x, at pOlllt ~ (h"vln~~ 
in general a different orientation at eaeh~) to common structllral coordIllatc~ 
XI[c" ,~ COS(XA' X,), XI = c"X,. <TI./ = C"cu(Tul; subscnpts I . ./, or /.:.' .. 
refer to Cartesian compollents in the common structural coordmates or ll: 
the local coordinates at~: and /\;::,,01" A~'r'(x,~) ~ components oj a tenson:,; 
discrete or continuous nonlocal weight functioll (crack influence I.unctlon. 
replacing the scalar function ,\), whichare equal to l ~ times the CartesIan 
stress components (T U for (T = I as deflne,j by (39) jortwo dImenSIons. OJ 

I 'times such Cartesian components as defmed by (4h) for three dImenSion, 
(with,. = Ilx - ~11l 

CONSTITUTIVE RELATION AND GRADIENT APPROXIMATION 

As is clear from the foregoing exposition, the constitutive I relation IS 
defined ollly locally,-lt yields the lllciastic stress lllcrement (..'l.,\ ( '(x). illus
trated by segment 32 shown in Fig. 2. This contrasts WIth the prevIOus 
nonlocal formulations, in which the nonlocalmelastlc stram. stress: ()r dam
age was part of the constitutive relation. This caused conceptual diffIculties 
as well as continuity problems With formulatlIlg the unioadlllg cnterlon. 
Furthermore. in the case of non local plasticity, this also caused diffIculties 
with the consistency condition for the subsequent loading surfaces. 

6t3 

Here these difficulties do not arise. because the non local spatial integral 
is separate from the constitutive relation. Thus the unloading criterion can. 
and must. he defined strictly locally. If plasticity is used to define the local 
stress-strain relation, the consistency condition of plasticity is also locll. 

Recentlv there has heen llluch interest in limiting localization of cracking 
by Illeans ;)1' the so-called gr;ldient models. These ll10dels can be looked at 
as approximations of the non local integral-type Illodels, and can he ohtained 
hy expanding the non local integral in Taylor series (Bazant I <J1I4; Bazant 
and ("edolin 1(91). Unlike the present model. there have been only scant 
and vague attempts of physical justifications for the gradient models, es
pecially for aggregate-matrix composites such as concrete. It seems that the 
physical justification for the gradient models of such materials must eOllle 
indirectly, through the integral-type model. IlnweveL if that is the case, 
the present conclusions signal a problem. If the spatial integral in (I ()) were 
expanded into Taylor series and truncated, the long-range decay of the type 
r - 2 or r' could not be preserved. Y ct it seems that this decay is for 
microcrack systems important. If so, then the gradient approximations arc 
physically unjustified. 

CONCLUSIONS 

I. The inelastic stress increments correspond to the stresses that the load 
increment would produce on the cracks if they were temporarily "frozen '" 
(or "glued'"). i.e .. prevented from opening and growing. The nonlocaiity 
arises from two sources: (I) Crack interactions, which Illeans that application 
of the pressure on the crack surfaces that corre'>ponds to the "unfreezing'" 
(or "unglul'illg'") of one crack produces stresses on all the othn fm/.en 
cracks; and (2) averaging of the stresses dul' to IInfree/ing over thl' crack 
surface, which is needed because crack interactions depend primarily on 
the stress average over the crack surface (or the stress resultant) rather than 
the stress at the crack center. The crack interactions (source I) call he solved 
by Kachanov's (19X7) simplified version of the superposition method. in 
which only the average crack pressures arc considered. 

2. The resuiting nonlocal continuum model involves two spatial integrals: 
One integral. which corresponds to source I and has been absent from 
previous non local models. is long-range and has a weight function whose 
spatial integral is 0: it represents interactions with relllote cracks and is 
hased on the long-range asymptotic form of the stress field caused by pres
surizing one crack while all the other cracks arc frozen. Another integral, 
c(Hresp<,mding to source (2). is short-range. involves a weight function whose 
spatial integral is I, and represents spatial averaging of the local inelastic 
stresses over a dOlllain whose diametn is roughly equal to the spacing of 
major microcracks (which is roughly equal to the spacing of large aggregates 
in concrete). 

3. As an approach to continuum smoothing when the macroscopic field 
is nonuniform, o~le may seek a continuum field equation whose possible 
discrete approximation coincides with the matrix equation governing a sys
tem of interacting Illicrocracks. 

4. The long-range asymptotic weight function of the non local integral 
repre~enfing crack interactions (source I) has a separated form that is cal
cuhlted as the remote stress field of a crack in infinite body. It decays with 
distance r from the crack as r' 2 in two dimensions and r 1 in three dimen-
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sions. This long-range decay is much weaker than assumed in previ"~lS 
nonlocal models. In consequence. the long-range integral diverges when ::lC 
damage growth in an infinite body is assumeu to be uniform. This me:,:1S 
that only the localized growth of damagc zoncs can bc modeled. 

5. In contrast to the previous non local formulations. the \veight func(:,)!l 
(crack influcncc fllnction) in thc long-range integral is a tensor and is 1~(Jt 
axisymmetric (isotropic). Rather. it dq)l:nds on the polar or spherical an~:lc 
(i.e .. is anisotropic) exhibiting scctors of shielding and amplification. 

6. When an iterative solution of crack interactions according to the Gau.-;,
Scidel iterative mcthod is considercd. the long-range nonlocal integral bascu 
on thc crack influence function yields the nonlocal inelastic stress incremel1ts 
cxplicitly. This explicit form is slIitable for iterative solutions of the loadi:lg 
steps in nonlincar finite element programs. The non local inelastic strcss 
incrcments represent a solution of a tensorial Fredholm integral equati()n 
in space. to which the iterations converge. 

7. The constitutivc law. in this new formulation. is strictly local. This is 
a major advantage. eliminating difficulties with formulating the unloaui;lg 
criterion and the continuity condition. experienccd in the previous nonloc,d 
models in which non local inelastic stresscs or strains have been part of tLc 
constitutive relation. 
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NONLOCAL DAMAGE THEORY BASED ON 
MICROMECHANICS OF CRACK INTERACTIONS1 
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Errata and Addend urn 
Errata: 

• On the line aboYe (28). p. 604, replace the word 'subscript' bv the word ·superscript'. 

• On the secolld line abo\'e (.33). p. 60.'). replace the word 'subscripts' by the word 'super
sCTipts'. 

• In equation (T5b), p. 606, replace (J:rx hv Il yy . 

• In the last sentence of the second paragraph after (40), replace r ~ 00 bv r - O. 

Addend urn: .-\ rigorous mathematical definition of the continuum crack influence function 
.\ has not been given in the paper. It can be givell as follows. Function :\(0. ~) represents the 
illfluence of a source crack at x = 0 on a target crack at~. At the macro-continuum point 
.r = 0 there mayor mav not be a crack. To idealize the random t\vo-dimensional arnlngement 
of cracks, \ve may imagine that the center of the source crack influencing some target crack 
can occur randomly anywhere within the square S j< s centered at point :1; = 0; s represents 

the typical spacing of the dominant cracks of length 2a near point .r = 0 (in a material such as 
concrete. s ~ average spacing of the largest aggregate pieces). The macroscopic crack influence 

function can describe the influence of the source crack only in the average sense. Therefore. 
A(O.O is defined as the mathematical expectation. E. with regard to all the possible random 
realizations of the source crack center \vithin the square s x 5; :\(O.~) = (E[u(l)(~ - x, T) - yl]) 

where the operator ( ) represents a\'eragillg; 0\'(:1' length 20 of the target crack at ~. and 
(~-.1:. '1- .11) = r = vector from the center.r = (.1'. .11) of a source crack to the center ~ = (~. 1(1 of 
the target crack. Choosing axis y to be normal to the source crack. \ve thus bave the follO\ving 
statistical definition: 

1 /a 1 5/'2/5/'2 I .\(O.~) = -, 0/ U{E. Y)O"(l)(~ - x. 1) - y)(Lrdyda 
20 -a S- -5/'2 "~s/'2 

( 
- 'J • 
;).) J 

where 0(1) is the principal stress at ~ = (~. T)) caused by a unit uniform pressure applied on the 
faces of a crack of length 2a centered at .r = (.r. y). as gi\'en by equation (40); and w(.1:. y) is a 
certain smooth bell-shaped weight function cxpressing tl}(~ fact that the probability of a crack 

cellter occurring ncar the boundary of the square is less tlmll llear the center because the cracK 
cannot occur in near contact with a crack cClltered in the adjacent square. However, (.'5:3) might 
be ullnecessarily complicated. The simple ilpproximation gi \"ell in t he paper on the basis of the 
as\'mptotic properties of this integral seems to be preferable for practical computatiolls. 

1./, of Engrg. ;\Iecl!. ASCE. 120 (:1). :'larch 199·1. . 
2\\'alter P. :'Imphy Professor of Civil Engineering ane! :vlaterials Sciellce . .\'onhwestern Cniversity. Enlllstoll. 
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